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Rockefeller beneficiary 
unaffected by donations 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Tbe single 
largest beneficiary of Nelson A. 
Rockefeller's generosity said 
yesterday his acceptance of 1625.000 
did not hinder his ability to act 
objectively as a New York state 
official 
"My judgment was not warped." 
William J. Ronan. a longtime friend of 
the former New York governor, told 
the Senate Rules Committee. 
The committee is considering Rocke- 
feller's nomination to be vice 
president 
"WE FREQUENTLY disagreed." 
said Ronan. adding that if his actions 
as a state official enhanced the 
interests of the Rockefeller family, 
"that would be incidental and only 
because their interests are to 
intimately identified with the interests 
of the community itself " 
Rockefeller's gifts totaling $2 5 
million to friends and associates over 
the past 17 years have become a major 
issue in the confirmation hearings 
Sen Robert C. Byrd ID-W Va ) said 
"reasonable men could draw the 
reasonable inference" Uu>< Rocke- 
fellers gifts to Ronan were meant to 
influence Ronan in violation of state 
law. 
BUT BYRD said he was making no 
such allegations and is prepared to 
give Rockefeller the benefit of the 
doubt 
Ronan s testimony came on the last 
day of the Rules Committee hearings 
Chairman Howard W Cannon (D- 
Nev. I said the committee probably will 
vote on the nomination tomorrow, and 
Senate Democratic Leader Mike 
Mansfield said a vote by the full Senate 
could follow next week 
However. House Judiciary Com- 
mittee action on Rockefeller is 
expected to delay final confirmation 
until around Christmas 
That committee opens bearings on 
the nomination Thursday. 
RONAN HAS been associated with 
Rockefeller since 1956. He played a 
major role in Rockefeller's first 
campaign for governor, in 1958. 
When Rockefeller took office. Ronan 
became his chief of staff. 
Ronan left the governor's office in 
March 1968 to become chairman of the 
Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority. 
Last May he became a trustee of the 
state Power Authority 
Rockefeller had appointed Ronan to 
the board of the Port Authority of New 
York and New Jersey in 1967. and last 
May 3. Ronan became chairman of that 
agency 
BEGINNING IN 1962. Rockefeller 
loaned Ronan $510,000 in six install- 
ments. 
Ronan said, and his testimony 
backed that given by Rockefeller last 
week, that the loans were made out of 
friendship and were used to Improve 
Ronan's capital position and for invest- 
ment purposes that would yield income 
during his retirement. 
From the start. Ronan testified, he 
always intended to repay the loans and 
was never given any indication by 
Rockefeller that the notes would be 
forgiven, as they all were May. 3.1974. 
Byrd told reporters that information 
gathered by the FBI on whether 
Rockefeller had indicated he would 
forgive the interest-free loans "does 
not square with Ronan's testimony. 
Student record policy forming; 
some letters remain confidential 
By Rick Beasman 
Staff Reporter 
Students now have access to their 
personal files kept at the University 
due to the Family Education" Rights 
and Privacy Act of 1974. which lakes 
effect today. 
The legislation, sponsored by Sen. 
James L Buckley (R-N.Y.I, states 
that college students will have the 
right to inspect and review any and all 
official lecords. files and data directly 
related to them. This includes all 
material in cumulative record folders 
intended for school use or for parties 
outside school. 
Problems at the University created 
by the act existed in the Placement 
Office and the Office of Admissions, 
where some files contained letters 
written with a guarantee of 
confidentiality. 
STUDENTS WILL not be allowed 
access to such letters, according to a 
University policy statement released 
today by Dr. Richard R. Eakin. vice 
provost for student affairs. 
The Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare (HEW) is 
developing      guidelines     for 
implementation of the legislation, but 
until guidelines are available, each 
institution must make individual policy 
decisions and make these decisions 
public. 
Dr. Eakin said complaints 
concerning alleged violations of the act 
can be made to HEW. The legislation 
states that federal funds can be 
withdrawn from an institution which 
fails to comply with the act within 45 
days of a request- if it can be 
determined that compliance cannot be 
secured by voluntary means 
ALSO. THE ACT does not allow 
students files to be released to anyone, 
except in limited cases, without 
consent of the student. 
Dr. Eakin pointed out that this could 
put the student in the uncomfortable 
position of either allowing a potential 
employer access to certain files or 
possibly not being hired He said he 
hopes the University will be able to set 
guidelines for this type of situation in 
the future. 
The legislation resulted from 
concerns of parents and students, 
primarily at the elementary and 
secondary level They did not have 
access to elementary and secondary 
school records which were sometimes 
used in a discriminatory way against 
students, according to a student affairs 
newsletter. 
The act allows records for 
elementary and secondary students 
under 18 to be seen by the students' 
parents. 
Copies of the act are available upon 
request at the Office of the Vice 
Provost for Student Affairs. 440 
Student Services Bldg. The act and 
University policy related to it will 
appear in tomorrow's News 
Relaxed 
reading 
A University coed lounges on a sculpture in front of the library The bare 
branches of the sapling are a probable warning that sunny days are 
numbered. (Newsphoto by Dan Feicht) 
SGA may amend screening problems 
By Dave Davis 
Staff Reporter 
Student Government Association 
(SGA) tabled an addition to the SGA 
constitution Sunday night that would 
dictate the screening committee 
membership which nominates persons 
for the Advisory Committee on 
General Fee Allocation (ACGFA). 
The   new   provisions,   which   will 
probably be voted upon next Sunday by 
SGA. would be added to Article IV 
Section B, Paragraph 7 of the 
constitution that lists the 
responsibilities of the student 
representative to the Board of 
Trustees. 
The provision states that the 
screening committee must consist of 
the student representative to the board 
and one member from each of the five 
following 
organizations 
Student   Union. 
Student   Court 
student-funded 
The    News.    Black 
Commuter   Center, 
System,   and   Union 
Coal contract approval grows dim 
CHARLESTON, W Va. (AP)-United 
Mine Workers (UMW) officials 
indicated yesterday that ratification of 
a coal industry contract and an early 
end to the miners' week-old strike is 
not as certain as predicted by UMW 
President Arnold Miller. 
"I want our miners up there to know 
that I'm not for it." District 31 
President Lawrence "June" Floyd of 
Fairmont. W Va., said of the 
agreement "I'm sure we'll turn it 
down " 
The UMW's 120.000 members who 
mine bituminous coal for steel mills 
and power plants went on strike one 
week ago today at the expiration of 
their three-year contract with the 
Bituminous Coal Operators 
Association (BCOA). 
UNION OFFICIALS have estimated 
that ratification of the pact, first by 
the 38-member Bargaining Council and 
Weather 
Mostly claady aad mild today 
aid toaigkt with ehaace of 
showers this afteraooa bat more 
likely at night High today la the 
middle to apper Ma. Low toaigkt 
a the upper Ms. CWady aad art u 
warm tomorrow with ehaace of 
skewers. High tomorrow la the 
apper at*. Probability at areclpi- 
tatioa M per eeat today aad M per 
cent toaigkt.   
then the membership, will take 10 days 
to two weeks, meaning the strike is 
now certain to continue to the end of 
this month 
Floyd, a member of the Bargaining 
Council along with other district 
officers, was in Bessemer. Ala., for the 
funeral of fellow council member Sam 
Littlef ield. shot to death last week in a 
Washington holdup. 
Littlefleld's death presented the first 
major interruption in the process of 
ratifying the agreement reached last 
Wednesday. The council recessed 
Friday and is not to meet again until 
this afternoon. 
NICK HALAMANDARIS. an officer 
of District 15 which covers Western 
states, said at Bessemer that he 
believed the Bargaining Council should 
complete its work on the contract by 
Thursday, "but there is no guarantee 
of that." 
"Some of the package should be 
reconsidered and re-evaluated" before 
being forwarded to a rank-and-file 
vote. Karl Kafton. Bargaining Council 
member from Ohio's District 6. said at 
Bessemer. 
Guy Farmer, chief BCOA negotiator, 
has said the industry has made its final 
offer and are "not open to renegotiate 
the agreement." 
SOME MEMBERS of the council 
were not as certain as Floyd that the 
agreement would be rejected. Ivan 
White, of District 17 in West Virginia, 
said be felt the vote in the council now 
stands about 50-50. 
And John Guzek, president of 
District 6, said. "We haven't gone over 
the coal contract in its entirety. It 
looks to me there's just about a split- 
it'll be close either way." 
"I think there should be more 
vacation, more sick leave, and that 
miners should have the right to vote on 
shift rotation at their mines," Floyd 
said. "There is too much of a wage gap 
between the high and low man. 
"THAT WAS A big gripe in the last 
contract and it is even worse this 
time." 
Tom Shoemake of District 12 in 
Illinois said he had surveyed 200 
miners and found that none were 
prepared to vote for the agreement. 
Outside of the benefits for the 
pensions and the widows, the rest of it 
stinks," he said. "I think the miners 
will vote it down 50 to 1 in Illinois." 
Shoemake said it "sounds like a 
contract that the companies worked up 
and they want us to okay it." He said 
he personally recommended that "the 
miners turn it down" and predicted the 
strike will "last 'til these 
conglomerates, these coal companies, 
are willing to share then profits with 
the men who give up their lives mining 
their damned coal." 
THE PROPOSED contract calls for 
wage increases of 9 per cent the first 
year and 3 per cent in each of the 
following two yean, plus coat-of-living 
Increases .and Improved fringe 
benefits 
While these district officials were 
criticizing the agreement, a 
spokesman at the union's headquarters 
in Washington said the Bargaining 
Council was in "general agreement" 
on all but minor issues The union also 
began acting to counteract sentiment 
against the contract, scheduling a news 
conference by Miller in Charleston 
tomorrow to explain details of the 
pact 
Activities Organization. 
THE SCREENING committee must 
also be divided equally between men 
and women, according to the new 
provisions presented by Chris J. 
Mehling. student senator. 
Included in the provisions is the 
following statement that Mehling said 
will not affect this year's committee. 
"This screening committee shall 
select no more than one person who 
has previously served on the Advisory 
Committee on General Fee 
Allocations, to serve again on this 
committee." he said. 
Of the seven undergraduate voting 
members and two alternates on this 
year's ACGFA. five are returning from 
last year's committee. 
In other action. SGA allocated 1167 to 
the Black Student Union (BSU) for use 
in this week's program of "Our 
Harvest is Plentiful." 
Kim R Jakeway. junior (Ed.), was 
named coordinator of communications 
until spring quarter when the new SGA 
administration will take office 
JAKEWAY   REPLACES    Ken    W 
1 .ecklei who recently resigned because 
of a dispute about homecoming 
procedures. 
Scott C. Perz. senior (Ed), was 
appointed to the Student Appeals 
Board for 1974-75 
William C. Byrd. SGA vice 
president, suggested to SGA that it sell 
buttons and pompoms to raise spirit 
for the upcoming basketball season 
Byrd explained that the profits from 
such a project could be channeled into 
Cultural Boost and other student 
activities. 
HE ALSO suggested that SGA 
sponsor buses to the Falcon's away 
games Byrd urged SGA to get involved 
in raising student spirit and to 
cooperate with the BSU in spirit- 
related concerns 
After the meeting. SGA officers and 
senators met with various SGA 
committee members to organize and 
help direct the committees' activities. 
Arabs protest in Jerusalem 
By The Associated Press 
Arabs demonstrated in the Old City 
of Jerusalem for the first time in four 
years yesterday and Israeli gunboats 
shelled a suspected guerrilla base in 
southern Lebanon. 
For the '3rd straight day Arabs 
defied Israeli police and border troops 
in the occupied west bank in a wave of 
nationism sparked by the appearance 
of Palestine Liberation Organization 
leader Yasir Arafat before the United 
Nations. 
ARAB STUDENTS in a Jerusalem 
suburb stoned passing cars from the 
windows of a UN.-run school and 
briefly hoisted a Palestinian flag 
Steel helmeted police rushed the 
school and sent the students home. 
Hundreds of Arab youths 
demonstrated inside the walled Old 
City shouting "Palestine is ours." 
They managed to swing shut the 
massive Damascus Gate before tough 
border police dispersed them and 
reopened the gates Water cannon 
were turned on other demonstrators at 
nearby Herod's Gate. 
POLICE SAID agitators ran through 
the narrow lanes urging merchants to 
close their shops Some merchants did. 
but all soon reopened and tourists 
resumed browsing through the ancient 
bazaar. 
The crowds were dispersed by early 
afternoon, and police said 150 Arabs, 
including 90 students, were detained in 
Jerusalem and at other protests in 
nearby towns They said 10 persons 
were injured, three of them policemen 
THE LAST protests in Jerusalem 
were four years ago. following the 
death   of   Egypt's  President  Gamal 
Abdel Nasser The city and the west 
bank have been under Israeli 
occupation since the 1967 Six Day War. 
THE TEL AVIV military command 
said Israeli gunboats shelled "a 
terrorist departure point" in southern 
Lebanon early yesterday in retaliation 
for a guerrilla infiltration from the 
sea. It was the 2nd naval action against 
Lebanon in three weeks. 
Just 24 hours earlier, the command 
said, two Arab guerrillas left that base 
or one nearby and swam to the Israeli 
coast, pushing rifles, explosives and 
hand grenades on rafts before them 
THE GUERRILLAS landed near the 
Rosh Haniqra border checkpoint where 
they were spotted by an army patrol. 
the command said. One Arab was 
killed and the other captured in the 
ensuing clash. 
Foe* 1/Th. M New.. Tueealey. NWBN 1«, 1*74 
epiTeRiaLS 
public must pay for 
government mistake 
Despite last winter's energy crisis, the government has apparently not 
taken adequate measures to prevent a reoccurence of the problem this 
winter. 
President Ford said Sunday that he was considering fuel allocations if 
voluntary conservation measures don't work. He hinted that either a bad 
winter or another oil embargo would necessitate arbitrary allocations by 
the White House. 
Once again it appears the American people must pay for the 
irresponsibility of the government and big oil companies. 
The government has conveniently turned its back while the big oil 
companies scrape in huge profits at the expense of the consumer, who 
lias no choice but to pay high gas prices. 
Instead of using the excess profits to develop resources and insure 
themselves and the public from the threat of more allocations, it seems 
the big oil companies have spent more on an advertising campaign than 
anything else. 
In their advertising, the oil companies try to convince America what 
gi-eat guys they are since they are constructing the Alaskan pipeline just 
, to bring' you oil so you can drive your car. At 50 cents per gallon who 
wouldn't try to be the nation's oil supplier? 
If the oil companies would spend more of their extravagent advertising 
budget on source development we wouldn't be paying that much for a 
gallon of gas. 
The government has pandered to big oil interests in an attempt to ease 
tlic energy crisis. They have given them economic breaks and sacrificed 
ecotagk interests in the hope that big oil can overcome the energy crisis. 
Their hopes have not been fulfilled. 
II is unfortunate the public must again bear the weight of big-oil profit- 
mongcring and government negligence. 
food conference 
The World Food Conference in Rome, which ended Sunday, has taken a 
giant step toward ending the world's dependence on the United States as 
the breadbasket of the world. 
The United States, in an inflationary bind, cannot afford to feed the 
world as it once did. 
The most notable achievement of the conference was the creation of 
the World Food Council, a new agency of the United Nations, which will 
coordinate international food policy. - 
A system of food security was reached which will provide grain banks 
to insure international food supplies in the event of bad weather or 
natural disasters. 
The best move of the conference is a resolution on food aid which calls 
fi loi nations to donate 30 million tons of food or provide the money to help 
'> buy it. 
This will help even out the responsibility for feeding the poor nations of 
the world. This will apply especially to the oil-producing nations of the 
world, such as Saudi Arabia, which doesn't know what to do with their 
new found wealth. 
The rest of the world must assume a role in food aid. The United States 
cannot carry the load alone. 
sex roles cause gap 
Last week I discovered a secret of 
toe Midwest that made me feel more 
like an alien being than a transplanted 
Californian. 
It wasn't a quick shock, like lifting a 
piece of rotting wood and discovering a 
black widow spider. It was more of a 
slow dawning of recognition, an 
awakening to the oblique light of the 
East, stabbing morning eyes with 
yellow thrusts. 
For the first time. I fully realized to 
what extent traditional behavioral 
rituals have placed distance between 
men and women in Bowling Green. 
I felt as if a time warp had brushed 
the canvas of my consciousness with 
the deep shadows of the past, of a time 
that I thought had passed with the 
advent of the women's liberation 
movement and the self-evaluation that 
had occurred when millions of men and 
women had had to look into themselves 
to see how much they'd been blinded by 
their culture. 
I LEARNED THAT, in Bowling 
Green, very few folks had bothered to 
ask questions about their sex role 
conditioning. 
Vaguely puzzled the past several 
weeks about the nature of the termite- 
infested partitions that seem to 
surround so many people here. I was 
slapped with a moment of insight last 
week as I walked past Memorial Hall 
and saw a "Sic Sic" sign saying there 
was a "LackaNuki." 
Yes. I thought, yes My friend who 
had opined recently that most men 
were thirteen-year-old boys at heart 
really had something. I had argued 
against his environmental 
determinism, but then. I hadn't been in 
Bowling Green as long as he had 
Looking at that sign, I wept a silent 
tear of pity for the men who wrote it. I 
felt sorry that the closest they could 
come to understanding a woman would 
be to think of her as "the fox with the 






AS I OPENED my copy of The BG 
News and read the ad for the midnight 
showing of "Secrets of Sweet Sixteen." 
an x rated film'featuring a photo of a 
leggy lady with the caption, "young, 
able and willing." I began to realize 
what a sick sick society the men and 
women of Bowling Green seem to be 
accepting en masse. 
What we have here, as the captain 
put it. is a failure to communicate. 
Pampering and primping the body 
for a facetious dumb show, a slow 
waltz of silent shadows, petting and 
playing games but never trying to 
solve the mind-body dichotomy this is 
the life led by the typical Bowling 
Green student, man or woman. 
Men are expected to: prove their 
manhood by feats of braggado and 
physical bravery, have a tiny bit of dirt 
under their fingernails at all times to 
show how earthy they are; open car 
doors and pay for the beer; fiddle with 
a woman's body until she gets excited 
enough so she can justify s lapse of 
"moral behavior" by saying she got 
carried away, and then proceeding 
with the sex act by assuming a 
Humphrey Bogart scowl and ending 
the nasty business in thirty seconds or 
less 
WOMEN ARE expected to: play 
dumb by keeping silent or by becoming 
giggly when their men say something 
asinine; wear the proper kinds of eye 
makeup, fingernail polish, and soft-line 
bra to show how heavenly they are. go 
crazy waiting for a man to phone 
instead of appearing wanton by calling 
a man; wiggle and squirm while 
teasing with the eyes so they can keep 
boyfriends on the hook by making them 
feel guilty about their sexuality. 
The ideal male is Joe Namath. 
The ideal female is Sally Struthers. 
A soft-spoken man is always a latent 
homosexual. 
An intelligent woman is always a 
lesbian, or even worse-a castrator. 
IT'S OKAY for a man to support the 
Equal Rights Amendment and equal 
pay for men and women. That makes 
hun a supporter of women's liberation. 
A "professional woman" mast 
always remember her bitter 
experiences with rotten men and avoid 
getting sexually involved. Trying to 
achieve physical pleasure with a man 
implies accepting a subservient role. 
Men want women they can love and 
protect, shelter from physical harm 
and economic misery-women who will 
be happy taking care of the kids- 
women who will be inspirations for 
career aspirations, who will think they 
are gods when the rest of the world out 
there thinks they are pieces of crap. 
Women want men they can nurse and 
worry about, cuddle and cradle from 
the competitive rat race-men who 
aren't afraid to make enough money to 
support the family comfortably-men 
who will make them feel like the 
princesses that daddy used to call 
them. 
Listen, folks. Let's get It together. 
Let's build a firm foundation, so we 
can stand tall and proud and happy, 
facing the sun. glad to be alive and 
human and working toward some 
contact, working toward sharing our 
inner fears and our pipe dreams, trying 
to be friends and lovers who can touch 
bodies, touch minds. 
Let's stop blinking. Face the dawn. 
Leirers 
let's hear from you 
The BG News welcomes all letters to 
the editor and opinion columns Letters 
may comment on any other letter, 
column or editorial 
Letters should be a maximum of 300 
words. ' typewritten We ask that 
columns be no more than four typed 
pages triple-spared 
The News maintains the right to edit 
all submissions that exceed these 
limits, with respect to the laws of libel 
and proper taste 
Letters and columns must include the 
author's name, address and phone 
number, and may be mailed to the 
Editor, eo The BG News. 106 
University Call 
loss of sense 
and courtesy 
People at this University have lost 
all common sense and courtesy. A 
majority of you people expect the 
drivers of cars to look out for you when 
you cross the street. When you drive 
your car. you expect bicycles and 
pedestrians to get out of your way. 
When you ride your bicycles, you 
expect the cars to anticipate your 
actions and the pedestrians to jump out 
of your way as you come racing down 
the sidewalk. You all turn your head 
and pretend that the other person or 
vehicle does not exist, and you expect 
them to look out for you. 
It's time you people started to look 
after yourselves and use some 
common sense. When you cross the 
street took both ways and make sure 
you have the time to get across safely. 
When you drive your car. give the 
pedestrians a chance to get across the 
street and treat the bicycles as if they 
were another vehicle that belonged on 
the road. 
When you ride your bicycles on the 
road, follow the laws made for cars. 
Don't cut on the inside of cars, obey all 
congress lax on confirmation 
V. ASHINGTON-President Ford has 
Hnhai ked on a trip to the turbulent Far 
East and there still is no vice president 
to step into his shoes if anything 
untoward should occur. 
That is. of course, a morbid thought, 
especially in view of the safe record of 
presidential travel abroad. 
Nonetheless, it is something the 
country needs to be concerned about, 
particularly since there now is a 
mechanism under the Constitution fur 
making sure that the country has a vice 
pre- dent 
It has been three months now since 
Ford asked Congress to confirm 
Nelson Rockefeller as vice president, 
ford is still waiting Rockefeller is 
Hailing More importantly, the country 
is waiting How much longer must the 
waiting go on0 
Fold was not aware of Rockefeller's 
largesse when he chose him as his vice 
president, but Ford did go to 
(i.nsiderable lengths to screen his 
nominee 
sgo question 
of the week 
The SGA question for this week 
is: 
Wkal is your opiates of buildini 
oa-campas mailboxes lor each off- 
campus student? Thii will greatly 
cut mailing expeases for the 
registrar's office and allow many 
oa campus organization to 
advertise to off cnmpu students. 
Call JTzmi or 371-ZJS3 between 
5 « p in today to express your 
opinion. 
There were only 19 responses to 
last week's question concerning 
the construction of more indoor 
recreational facilities on-campus. 
Nearly every call expressed the 
need for a new swimming pool. 
Other suggestions were lor more 
tennis and handball courts SGA 
will give Its recommendations to 
the Recreation Committee. 
J. F. terH.r.t 
AFTER SURVEYING the sentiment 
of the Republican party and consulting 
with a score of trusted advisers, Ford 
chose Rockefeller over everyone else 
available to him. 
Rockefeller's name was privately 
submitted to FBI Director Clarence 
Kelley for security clearance. No 
problem there, the FBI told Ford. And 
the President submitted Rockefeller's 
name to Watergate Special Prosecutor 
Leon J. Jaworski. No problem there 
either. Ford was told 
Personally, and through private 
means. Ford also ascertained that 
Rockefeller had no "Eagle ton 
problems" which might have raised a 
question as to his mental and physical 
abilities to assume the presidency in an 
emergency. 
But that all happened more than 90 
days ago and still Congress has not 
completed its constitutional 
responsibility to confirm or reject the 
Vice President-designate. 
Why not? Well, first there was the 
Labor Day recess. Then there was the 
excuse of end-of-session business, and 
finally, the need for Senators and 
congressmen to go home to campaign 
for reelection. And. of course, there 
were Rockefeller's own particular 
peculiar political problems. 
FOR THE first time. Congress was 
confronted not with the task of 
investigating a man on the take but a 
man on the give-and to the tune of 
several millions of dollars. 
Rockefeller's generosity and the use 
of his wealth as an economic force in 
American life deserve serious 
scrutiny. The nation must be assured 
that it would not be wrong to "marry" 
the economic power of the country's 
biggest private fortune to the political 
power of the presidency-even in a 
stand-by capacity. 
But the issue is not really a new one. 
Rockefeller has made several tries for 
the presidency in years past, he has 
held several important federal posts 
and. more significantly, the voters of 
New York have four times elected him 
to serve as governor of their state. 
He spent a lot of his own money in 
the furtherance of his political career 
at the national and state level-in full 
view of the public. 
Congress has the duty to examine 
whether Rockefeller's gifts to friends 
and others constituted an abuse of 
power or were, as he insists, merely 
acts of personal friendship. 
It must be clear to the country, when 
Congress concludes its hearings, that 
the   vice   presidency  and   potentially 
the  presidency  cannot  be purchased 
by anyone. 
BUT CONGRESS also has the duty to 
act more speedily on the Rockefeller 
nomination even though there is no 
time limit in the 25th Amendment for 
considering a vice presidential 
nominee. 
Although other presidents have gone 
abroad without a vice president at 
home in the days before the 25th 
Amendment, it would seem a quarter 
of the year ought to be sufficiently long 
even for a sluggish body like Congress 
to make up its mind on such an 
important matter. 
The country deserves an early 
answer on Rockefeller 
Copyright. 1974. Detroit News 
Universal Press Syndicate 
traffic signs, and use hand signals. On 
the sidewalks, give the pedestrians the 
right of way. After all. the sidewalks 
were made with walking in mind. 
I sincerely hope the majority of you 
start looking after yourselves, start 
being more courteous towards others, 
and stop taking the attitude of "I dare 
you to hit me or step in front of me." 
Stop and be aware, you might 
commit an error in judgment that you 
may regret. The proposed closing of 
Ridge Street and other such projects 
can be eliminated if the people started 
using common sense and courtesy at 
all times To quote a well-known 
cliche. "The life you save may be your 
own."' 
Mrs. Far re 11 Johns 
727 Kenwood Avenue 
disgusted 
l am disgusted     •» 
For one of the first times in Its 
history. Bowling Green State' 
University did something progressive. 
They broke tradition and elected a 
male homecoming queen-homecoming 
person, if you prefer. He was elected 
by a legal I yes. Miss Simmons and Mr. 
Leckler. there are legal implications) 
majority vote. 
This should indicate to most 
intelligent human beings that the 
majority of the students who cared 
enough to vote wanted this new step in 
our University's policy toward 
Homecoming. 
Rick Morrow is as qualified (if 
qualifications are necessary to be a 
Homecoming queen! I as any of the 
other women running, and I don't see 
how his motives could be any less 
honorable than the rest of the court. 
(What are their motives anyway?) 
Mr. Morrow made a big step in 
eliminating traditional sex roles here 
in Bowling Green and probably in the 
future of colleges everywhere. 
In regards to the tuxedo, I've never 
heard anything so childish in my life- 
would you rather he had come in dirty 
jeans and a T-shirt with ZIG ZAG 
written on the back? Certainly.it would 
have made an easier argument for the 
mockery theory. 
Personally, I would much rather 
claim Rick Morrow, a novelty in 
Homecoming queens, than Miss Olson 
and her asinine tomato throwing as a 
leader in my University. 
Cindy Okuly 
301 Compton 
now he knows 
what to do 
My thanks go out to Kim Olson and 
her unidentified companion far 
clarifying some things for ma. I was 
laboring under the misconception that 
in today's liberated society a man aad 
a woman were to be treated as equals, 
and that when an individual establishes 
a legitimate candidacy aad Is honestly 
elected by a majority of the voters, 
that person is entitled to the respect of 
the public. 
Ms. Olson and her friend have shown 
me the error la my reasoning. 
Obviously equality of the sexes Is only 
proper when It serves your best 
interests When it does not. it should be 
protested in an adult manner. 
Example-throwing tomatoes aad 
taking It upon yourself to decide who, 
"was' making a mockery of 
Homecoming for the University and 
the other candidates." I now see that 
the tradition of Homecoming had to be 
defended 
After all, a whopping nine per cent of 
the student body voted, proving that 
the election was of major Importance. 
The fact that Ms. Olson is a varsity 
cheerleader clears up another point for 
me. I was perplexed as to what to do 
when I thought that the football team 
was not playing up to its capabilities, 
and thus making a mockery of the 
game and the University. Now I know 
what course of action to take, the only 




Jeka Meyer, nutritionist, contending 
that the amount of U.S. grain used to 
make alcoholic drinks could feed 19 
million persons a year: 
"I'm not preaching prohibition. I'm 
jest preaching modern! ton It weaM be 
belter lor ear health, aad it would be 
better for ear pockethnhi, and H 
weald be better fer ear ceaaeliam. 
The phrase, 'Have a drink aad starve a 
child.' ceaM reduce the enjoyment ef 
all alcoholIc Beverages." 
THE BO NEWS 
A. tnunaeasM ganfcel Vo* 
aenouuuuMt 
'MAY I PHASE HAVI YOUR UNDIVIDED ATTENTION  .  .  ?' .!*«  T   Mil 
TtMaday. NavamUr \% MM, Th. K Nawi/P.,.: 
Poet encourages black pride 
A for* —MM aj privacy t» —(ayaal by STIW, pftroyad by Jonh Prff, freshman 
(Id.) and A. J., played by torrid L Faagin. junior (A*S), in th* Umver.ity 
production of John S. Scott'« now play, "Snodo»." Tho play opont tonight and runt 
through Now. 23 in th. Joo E. Brown Theatre. (Nowtpholo eoutloty of University 
Thoator) 
Writer aids rehearsals 
'Shades.'' a new play by 
John Scott, the University's 
playwright-in-residence. 
opens at 8 tonight at the Joe 
E. Brown Theatre, Univer- 
sity Hall 
The actors and technical 
crews have had an unusual 
experience in preparing the 
• play Scott attended rehear- 
sals and worked with the 
director, actors and crews 
. to create the drama. 
"It's a rare opportunity to 
ask the playwright what he 
really means. " said Dr 
Bryant LIT designer and 
technical director. The set. 
• an   angular   street   scene 
• created    using    innovative 
■ techniques and materials, is 
a result of corroboration 
between designer, director 
and playwright. Lee 
explained 
JAN CCKNWELL. senior 
(Ed.I. and assistant 
director, said when the play- 
wright is present. "You 
have an extra aid into 
developing characters that 
you usually don't have as a 
director or actor."' 
Most actors had worked 
with    Scott    in    previous 
productions of his works, 
and said his presence was 
neither confining nor worri- 
some 
Dennis O'Dell. junior 
(A&Sl. said it was an advan- 
tage to hear the constructive 
criticism Scott offered. He 
added that he felt "totally at 
ease'" in working with him. 
"He (Scott) lets the actor 
be creative in developing 
character." said Barb 
Williams, senior I A&S). 
"I don't try to step on 
people-just tell them what's 
in my head."' Scott 
explained 
AS playwright-in-resi- 
dence. Scott has written a 
dozen plays since joining the 
University staff in 1968 
Essays, television and 
film scripts and criticisms 
are also a part of Scott's 
annual output. 
Scott's other duties 
include teaching one class 
each quarter and working 
with the Mojo Theatre 
Workshop, which helps 
young and inexperienced 
actors. 
"SHADES" is an odyssey 
of interracial romance, 
revealing the problems and 
turmoil of those involved. 
The work's two acts feature 
different characters and 
plots with an interrelated 
theme 
A 30-minute film segment 
for which Scott wrote the 
scrip! is included in the pro- 
duction Dr. R K. Clark, 
associate professor ol 
speech, filmed the segment 
In addition, eight recorded 
songs are incorporated into 
the drama 
Also featured in the play is 
an eight person chorus, 
appearing as "people on the 
street-passersby." accor- 
ding to Scott 
"Shades' will run through 
Saturday Tickets are $2 for 
adults. SI for high school 
students and 50 cents for 
University students They 
are available at the Theatre 
box office from 11 am -3:30 
pin weekdays and after 7 
p.m. on performance even- 
ings 
News Aulvifi 
by Liada Caaabajbam 
■■d Moitel Jeaalagi 
Nikki Giovanni, noted 
black fiction and poetry 
writer, touched on many 
issues last Sunday, ranging 
from governor-elect James 
Rhodes and vice-presi- 
dential nominee Nelson 
Rockefeller to pertinent 
personal views on black 
pride and identity. 
The event, sponsored by 
the Black Student Union, 
was the first in a series of 
cultural events for the week 
of enlightenment. "Our 
Harvest is plentiful." About 
350 persons attended the 
program in Commons 
The evening began with 
jubilant songs by the Uni- 
versity Gospel Choir. 
Giovanni expressed a love 
for gospel music stating it is 
not only lively, but also of 
historical value She said 
blacks delve too much in the 
past instead of dealing with 
today. 
"Gospel music carries 
black history and is there- 
fore vital to black lives." 
she said. "Blacks are 
turning back to the basics of 
what it is to be black in 
America today, which is 
very important " 
She added that Americans 
are in a serious situation 
today. She said she believes 
the problem goes far beyond 
the black-white racial 
dilemma, although these 
conflicts arc still 
substantial. 
"I FEEL that the plight of 
the farmer is the same as 
that of the black man, in 
that the people who control 
the world have made 
decisions about his destiny." 
she said. 
"I do not forsee Nazi 
Germany to take over 
America and set up con- 
centration camps. However. 
I do forsee that food will be 
scarce for blacks." 
Giovanni emphasized that 
In viewing the situation of 
most inner-city areas which 
are predominately black- 
oriented-blacks from an 
overall standpoint, must 
have a self-realization of 
themselves in order to 
efficiently control the cities. 
"If our inefficiency 
continues, blacks will be 
eliminated-not by any big 
scheme, not by any gas 
coming in in the middle of 
the night." she said, "but 
just the slow benign 
neglect." Giovanni said. 
Benign neglect  is a term 
Police make 4 arrests 
former   president   Richard 
Nixon used, she explained. 
CONCERNING     OTHER 
state and national issues. 
Giovanni said she sees the 
election of governor-elect 
James Rhodes as a step 
backwards, calling Rhodes 
"corrupt." 
She said the election was 
"stolen," citing that Rhodes 
had conceded the election, 
but that the Republicans will 
need the office when 
Rockefeller runs for the 
presidency in 1°7« 
"I am very skeptical 
about Rockefeller's resigna- 
tion as governor of New 
York because for no known 
reason he just happened to 
be available when Nixon 
resigned," Giovanni added. 
She urged black people to 
negate the illusions and 
tendencies of desire for 
riches and wealth and of 
materialistic values of the 
elite class These desires 
corrupt black minds, and 
cause blacks to channel 
their energies toward 
negative feelings instead of 
positive feelings, she said 
' The world is being run on 
political decisions. Con- 
sequently, blacks should 
become involved in political 
processes, not just voting 
but becoming aware of who 
they are." she said. 
"We must have pride in 
ourselves and our black 
identity. she added 
"There should be no 
regressing in terms of 
fashion which deals with 
black culture." 
GIOVANNI SAID she is 
against blacks who view 
education as irrelevant 
Education, she said, is vital 
to the progressive needs of 
blacks 
"The body will be an 
obsolete object in the 21st 
century-the mind will be 
the predominating factor."' 
Giovanni said* 
"Discipline yourself for 
your own self-interest in 
order to understand and 
accept the responsibilities 
we have in the community 
We are at our peaks ol 
relative power and position 
in the world. Therefore, we 
should use our efforts 
constructively." she added 
In addition to her oration. 
Giovanni recited a beautiful 
collection of poetry ranging 
from soothing rhythms 
concerning mother and love 
concepts, which contained 
compassionate imagery to 
poetry dealing with the 
perspective of revolutionary 
dreams 
They were presented Irom 
an   intellectual  standpoint. 
yet their essence was very 
down to earth and easily 
understandable- with a 
touch of class. Her poetry 
was a syllabus of situations 
dealing with the joys of love 
and life, as well as its harsh 
'atrocities 
Through her poems. 
Giovanni summed up the 
uniqueness and essence of 
the black experience which 
is rarely found today. 
DURING THE question- 
and answer period which 
followed her performance. 
Giovanni patronized black- 
oriented television series 
and movies. She said she 
would rather idolize black 
super-heroes such as 
"Shalt" or "Superfly" than 
John Wayne or Robert 
Redford 
"Land." Giovanni said, is 
a very important asset to 
the future '' She does not see 
Africa, but the South, as a 
land-base for black Ameri- 
cans "I encourage blacks to 
hold onto their southern 
lands. 
Hl.uk- should not go 
over to Africa with the idea 
in mind that Africa owes 
them something or that they 
should be welcomed with 
open arms because blacks 
had no part of the African 
struggle." she added 
Bowling Green police 
arrested four persons during 
the weekend, each on petit 
theft charges 
Two arrests were made at 
the A4P grocery store. 814 
S Main St. Danny Lee 
Umbel, 19. of 342 Liberty St . 
was apprehended for alle- 
gedly stealing cigarettes, 
and Chris M Cardenas. 18, 
ol I'ortage. for allegedly 
stealing shampoo. Both men 
are scheduled to appear 
Thursday in Municipal 
Court 
JILL TIPPING. 19. of 423 
N Enterprise St . was 





3 KINDS OF HOT SOUPS 
DAILY 
plus a wide selection of 
HOT SANDWICHES 
Open Mon.-Sat. til Midnight, 





being accepted now 
Get involved! 
Come to 
405 Student Services 
to apply 
^fofflL* 
fo-iaOZ. CANS OF COKE 
WITH THE PURCHASE 
OF A 
LARGE ElTElA PIZZA C*3.*>) 
EVERY TUESPrXY!! 
5f.KV." MIDNIGHT 
To YOUR Do© R OR IN Trt£ STORE. 
20* DEU VERT/CMS. 
WLMIS 
teO*|S.KVKlN PH.352-7571 
Great Scot grocery store. 
1616 E Wooster St. for alle- 
gedly stealing a bottle of 
wine F. Brandon Mallory. 
20. junior I Ed), was also 
arrested Saturday and 
charged with allegedly 
stealing toothpaste at 
Kroger s. 1044 N  Main St. 
Appearing In Bowling 
Green Municipal Court 
yesterday. Tipping and 
Mallory entered identical 
guilty pleas. Each was fined 
(100 and costs, and sen- 
tenced to 10 days in jail. 
Seven days were 
suspended, however, pro- 
vided the fines and costs 
were paid, and that each be 




TOKYO IAPI--A "totally 
unflappable" President Ford weathered 
turbulence in the air yesterday, avoided 
a violent demonstration on the ground, 
and prepared to meet with Emperor 
Hirohito and Prime Minister Kakuei 
Tanaka 
Guided by his foreign policy mentor. 
Secretary of State Henry A Kissinger. 
Ford is relying heavily on the 
symbolism of this first visit to Japan by 
an incumbent president to strengthen 
already strong ties between the two 
countries 
"I've spent many hours with 
President    Ford,"    Kissinger    told 
newsmen on the 14-hour (light to Tokyo. 
"He is well prepared Ford is steady and 
totally unflappable ." 
Kurfess 
COLUMBUS iAI*l--Hep. Charles F. 
Kurfess was re-elected Republican 
minority leader ol the Ohio House 
without opposition yesterday. 
Kurfess, lR-83, Perrysburgl. will 
begin his second term as minority 
leader when the 111th General Assembly 
convenes Jan. 6. 
In a brief acceptance speech. Kurfess 
told his colleagues the next legislature is 
unique in recent history in that both 
chambers will' be under Democratic 
control, while a Republican. James A 
Rhodes, will be the governor. 
ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS 
TEXAS INSTRUMENT 
Tl - 2500 *44.95 
Four Function, 8-Digit Display 
Floating Decimal, Constant, 
Rechargeable batteries or AC 
Operation. 
Tl - 2550 $69.95 
Same as Tl • 2500 with the added 
features of a % key and a memory. 
SR- 10 *69.95 
Slide Rule Calculation. Four 
Function (Other calculation 
capabilities include reciprocals, 
squares, square root, change sign 
and enter exponent), 8-digit 
display, rechargeable batteries and 
AC Goeration. 




Slide Rule Calculation. Same as SR 
- 10 with the added features of a 
constant switch and a Pi key. 
UNICOM/ROCKWELL 
201 79.95 
Four Function with Auto Constant, 
Memory, % key, AC Operation or 
Rechargeable Batteries. 
202 - SR 119.95 
Electronic Slide Rule, Trig and Log 
Functions, Roots and Powers. AC 
Operation on Rechargeable 
Batteries. 
203 409.95 
Metric Converter. Performs 112 
direct conversions involving U.S., 
Metric and Imperial Constants, AC 
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Pilot recycling project starts 
By Silly Arnold 
A recycling project for the 
University will be taking 
shape this week, according 
to Brett Madsen, graduate 
student and student assis- 
tant of the project. 
The project was studied 
by a special summer task 
force and was a pilot 
program. 
Browning-Ferris Indus- 
tries (BFII studied the pilot 
program to determine the 
amount of wastepaper used 
daily by each student. Ac- 
cording to BFI. the conser- 
vative figure was 1V4 - two 
pounds per day, which can 
make recycling advan- 
tageous to the University. 
Student participation in 
the recycling program is 
important to the future of 
the project, said  Madsen. 
TWO    CATEGORIES    of 
paper will be collected for 
recycling, according to 
Madsen. The first is 
newsprint which includes 
magazines, books, leaflets 
and paperbacks. The other 
type is white paper including 
stationary, envelopes, 
typing paper, notebooks, and 
tablet paper. 
Paper   not   suitable   for 
recycling purposes includes 
food containers and 
wrappers, foil-lined paper, 
light and heavy cardboard 
boxes, backs of tablets shoe 
boxes and pop and beer 
cartons. 
Non-recyclable paper and 
other waste may be put in 
dormitory incinerators. But 
the incinerators, due to an 
Evironmenta! Protection 
Agency ruling, may be shut 
down in the near future. 
Madsen said. 
The pilot program project 
will begin tomorrow for 
some University buildings 
and services. 
CORRUGATED BOX con- 
tainers for recyclable paper 
will be in storage rooms 
adjacent to the loading 
docks in McDonald. 
Print-outs from the 
Computer Center, according 
to BFI, are in demand for 
recycling and are profitable 
Print-outs.' which will sell 
for about S12S per ton. will 
be collected by student 
volunteers 
Madsen said University 
offices have been urged to 
save computer print-outs 
and to call him at 352-2128 
for collections. 
A regular pick-up route 
will, be established when the 
amount of paper generated 
each week is determined, he 
added 
The Administration 
Building and the Graduate 
Center also are beginning 
the project tomorrow 
Any money which is 
generated from recycling 
will be channeled back to the 
students through a student 
board organized by the 
Student Government Associi 
ation and Student Activities. 
Madsen said 
University officials have 
given their full support to 
the project. Madsen said. He 
added that the profitability 
of the program is now in the 
hands of the students 
local 
briefs 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
WFAL guesf 
Curtis M Hazlett. editor 
of The News, will be the 
guest from 9-11 p.m. 
tomorrow on WFAL's Talk 
Show 
Hazlett will be available 
to answer questions about 
the [unction, operation and 
decision process at the 
News. Host Frank Johnson, 
senior (A4S). will accept 
phone calls at 372-2418 or 
372-2195 WFAL is 680 AM in 
on-campus housing. 
Jazz band 
The University Jazz Lab 
Band will travel to 
Firelands tomorrow for Its 
annual concert at noon in the 
campus theater 
The free concert by the 15- 
member group will include 
ballads, rock and jazz Solo 
numbers are included in the 
program 
Haley 
Pat Haley, head basket- 
ball coach, will speak at 8 
tonight in 115 Education 
Bldg. on his theory of coach- 
ing. 
Sponsored by Phi Epsilon 
Kappa, the speech is for all 
physical education majors > 
minors   and   anyone   else' 
interested 













5 Glacial direction 
10 Come upon 
14  Ely, for one 
16 Up in arms 
in Nebraskan 
cdunty 
17 Fades away 
18 Things wanted 
20 Supposing that 
22 Visa holder 
23 Lugosi 
26 Stump 
26 Extremely bad: 
Colloq. 
30 Faulkner family 
34 Devon river 
36 Handles: Lat. 




43 Office worker 
44 Never: Ger. 
45 Square danced 
48 Thankless ones 
50 Asiatic land 
52 Impression 
53 Any region 
57 Galaxy 
61   Boorish 
63 Vingt-  
64 Glide through 
65 Dwarf 




69 People in 
general 
DOWN 
1 African title 
2 Chinese weight: 
Var. 
3 Type of power: 
4 Range near 
Duluth 
5 Secondary trade 









19 Author Hunter 
21 Psalmist's word 
24 Helpers: Abbr. 
26 Bow (to) 
27 Comic after- 
piece in anc. 
theater 
28 Brink 
29 Cuba's neighbor 
31 Main idea 
32 A Ford 
33 Philosophers 
36 Alter a text 
39 Revealing 
40 Cause to exist 
41 Carried 
46 Make a living 
47 Events 
49 To the fullest 
extent 
61 Dramatic unit 
53 Italian actress 
(1869-1924) 
54 the finish 
55 Hit hard 
66 Think, old style 
68 Forty-fifth state 
59 Half-moon 
60 Griffith 
62 Uncle: Scot. 
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
Art exhibit l- 
The Organization of Black 
Fine Arts (OBFAl is dis- 
playing art in the 
Promenade Lounge. I'nion 
The works, which are for 
sale, were done by Uni- 
versity students and 
members of OBF A 
The exhibit is part of 
Cultural Enrichment Week 
which ends Sunday 
Brass choirs 
The University's Brass 
Choirs will present 'heir 
first concert of the year at 8 
tonight in Recital Hall. 
School of Music. 
Organized to introduce 
students to brass literature 
and to provide an outlet for 
performance, the choirs are 
directed by Dr. Kenley 
Inglefield assistant pro- 
fessor of theory, and Jeffrey 
Shellhainmer. senior tMus 
Ed l 
The free concert includes 
selections done separately 
by each choir and by the 
combined choirs 
Correction 
Syrup, brown sufcar and 
other substitutes for 
granulated sugar may be 
used in cooked frostings. 
according to Millicant 
deOliveira. instructor in 
home economics The News 
reported Thursday in an 
article on sugar prices that 
the substitutes could be used 
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BUT, LAPIESi PROFESSOR 
LATHRAPS INQURY WAS SO 
INTfOGUWAFTER AIL, IN 
nouNSK/ vs NWJBtsey, 
VHAT REALLYHAS THE PRE- 
VAILINO ISSUE INITIATION TO 
THE ALLE6EP ABUSE OF POXESS^ S 
I MEAN, AS 




SO DIP BUT YOU 
THEUXP     DIDN'T SEE 
'B0RIN6'     US JUMPING 
I UP' 
-«m>- CLaSSIFIED   «•» 
We are not responsible for mistakes unless notified on first day of insertion 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Tuesday. November 19.1974 
"International Coffee Hour." sponsored by French Club and World 
Student Association this afternoon from 2 p m to 4 p.m In the 
International Lounge. Rm 17 of Williams Hall Open to all 
The BGSU Rink Rats will meet in Rm 212 of Hayes Hall tonight ,n 
7:00. Open (o any student interested in the BGSl' Hockey Program 
Computational Services will meet in Rm 246 of the IET Bldg. today 
at 3 00. This is an IET Graphics System Seminar. 
The Military Science Dept and Royal Green will sponsor Captain 
Judy Geyson. a career counselor for the U.S. Army, tonight at 8 00 
on the 11th Hoor of Offenhauer West. She will discuss women's 
career opportunities In the army Free and open to the public 
Person who reads & writes 
Greek to translate 
correspondence ((354-1035. 
One male roommate, winter 
and spring $75 mo . University 
Village, call 352 8158 
1 male rmml Own room 
Contact 372-2785 before i. 352- 
6486 alter 5. 
10 x 35 mobile w 8 > 12 tipodt 
11800 823 7865 J 
AKAI    GX-370D   Stereo   tapf 
deck fall 372-5758 
1 male roommate, winter & 
spring Cniv. Courts, call 354- 
7954  
1 f rmml wtr It spr Cherry 
Hill 352-5646 
72 Nova SS.  350-4 brl .  3 sp , 
autonv.  console,   med    brow* 
met . hlk   vinyl top. blk 
int. extra sharp, call 352-1 
before 4 00 after 5 00 372-2911* 
Acoustic 271 Amp  81400 newV 
asking S850   Gibson Les I'auJ 
vinyk 
.2-OSai 
guitar 1700 new 
352 6346 Dave 
asking S37K 
t 
RIDES Oklahoma 73125 
Ride wanted around 
Thanksgiving to Atlanta (1-75). 
Will share gas 352-5065  
LOST AND FOUND  
LOST: Dark plaspc frame 
glasses between TO's and men's 
gym 354-3875.  
LOST Wire-rimmed GLASSES 
in hard gray case, between 
Harshman and M-Sc Call 37T 
4280  
LOST: Ring-aquamarine, silver 
band Phone 352-6710 after 5. 
REWARD  
HELP WANTED  
Assistant sales t catering 
person to assist with outside 
sales leads and in house 
functions Typing a must. 
Shorthand would help.' 
Attractive and outgoing person. 
Call for interview Holiday Inn. 
362-5211 .Ask for Ron Marcou 
Looking for ambitious, 
personable individual to operate 
campus photographic business. 
Offers opportunity to use and 
develop full range of 
management and marketing 
skills. Excellent profit 
potential We have the system, 
experience, and the desire to 
help For more info, call 
collect, person to person for 
Dan Hays I4861 947-474.7. or 
write Candid Color Systems. 
Bos    zMM,    Oklahoma    City. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Decisions- Need to talk-" 
Emotional ii Material 
Pregnancy Aid. 352-6236 
CUSTOM WEDDING RINGS 
BY PHILIP MORTON. THS 
WORKING HANDCRAFT 
CENTER 548 CONNEAUT 
BOOK SALE 2St OFF ON 
CRAFT BOOKS Macrame. 
Batik. Candle making, weaving. 
leather repoussage THE 
WORKING HAND CRAFT 
CENTER. auCaaneaal.  
Abortion Information Service. 
Clinic very close to area. 1-24 
week pregnancy terminated by 
licensed certified gynecologist. 
Immediate arrangements will 
be made with no hassle Call 
collect. 24 hour service 216-4)31- 
1557  
STORE YOUR BICYCLE THIS 
WINTER. Guaranteed safety 
for your bike with inside 
storage, only (10, BB&R 310 N 
Main 362-4649 35f6645  
Free help avail in French. Call 
Paul at 378-1748.  
TYPING DONE 352-7865 
TYPING DONE 3M-9224 
WANTED  
1 female roommate for winter 
and spring at University 
Village 354-3351  
1 female to sublease winter 
only, own room. 380. 641 Third 
St.. 352-6440  
Student to teach piano Pay and 
hrs flexible 352-6213  
1 male roommate. 165 mo. 
share room. 5 oiks from 
campus, call 352-4593.  
PERSONALS 
Need photographs" Christmas 
specials, portraits, passports, 
applications, senior specials 
Weissbrod Studio. 123 w 
Wooster 354-9041  
Two dogs and dog house Free 
Call 354-3243 Part hound 
Hockev skates CCM size Ik 
excellent rond 2 1745 
-w 
Sony Tf 134-SI) casettr player* 
recorder with dolby 3140 or 
best offer. 353-3565. * 
Ski equipment Ladies boots 




2 t«li in unfurn t'niv VUlage. 
3520164 \ 
What: CheeOmunga 
When This Saturday 
Where: American Legion 
Whooo" The Owls of course' 
Furn apt 2 bdrm. disposal 
indoor heated pool sauna k 
whirlpool, ph 352-9376 3200 mo 
Single rooms for male students 
near campus. 352-7365 or 352- 
9302.  
Rentals house & aparlmentss 
352 9378 
DU'S - Happy 25th anniversary 
and love for the year Your 
proud Debs 
The Thela Chi pledges thank the 
Alpha Gamma Delta pledges for 
a great   MUG TEA    
Would you be interested in a 4 
hour elective seminar in self- 
awareness during winter 
quarter'' Contact Nancy Pare. 
%-tm by Friday. November 22 
TOE SALE  
71 Opel GT Excellent condition 
371-3720 after 6  
19(3 Buick - needs repair but in 
good condition 352-6112 
Cherry Hill Village has aptsl, 
Rates start (200 mo . furn  ori 
unfurn    qtrs   &   half  intere 
leases avail Ph 352-6248 tithe 
hours 9-5 Mon thru Fri Sat 1-! 
After hours tt Sun by appt 
Napoleon Rd Suite 5 
Furn apt . 1 bdrm for sublease) 
available Dec 352-67591 
evenings 
2 bed. l'i bath. furn. 
(200 month Call 352-4394 
8754. or 352 7916 M 
Sublet: 2 bedroom furn. apt. 1- 
female winter 4 spring quarter. 
(75 mo 352-9375 < 
Sublease   I m  needed imrped.' 
or winter qtr. (73/mo  extras 
Call after 6 Kelly 353-9613. 
Tu«»d«y, Navambat It, W4, Th. BO Nawi/Fa** $ 
Inspired BG gridders 
down Eagles, 38-20 
ByD.aG.rlWU 
Eaiior 
MOBILE. ALA.-The Fal- 
con lootball team came with 
a came, saw the task ahead 
and conquered the Southern 
Mississippi lUSM) Golden 
Eagles with overpowering 
offense last Saturday night. 
Upon bearing of the death 
of BG receiver coach Carlos 
Jackson last Thursday, the 
Falcons dedicated the game 
to the late BG assistant and 
symbolized that by wearing 
black wrist bands at the 
game In his memory. 
The emotionally-charged 
and underdog Bowling 
Green gridders overcame an 
early 7-0 deficit to easily 
whip the Golden Eagles. 38- 
10. 
BEFORE A sparse crowd 
of 3.(71. the smallest 
attendance in recent BG 
football history, the bruising 
running of tailback Dave 
Preston and key guidance 
from freshman quarterback 
Mark Miller were enough to 
pluck the Eagles 
The broken record running 
by Preston -to the left, to the 
right and up the middle- 
amaied those few fans who 
saw him run. Preston rushed 
for 1(4 yards in 37 carries 
and scored three 
touchdowns. 
BG coach Don Nehlen 
called it an all out "team 
effort" as BG notched its 
sixth win in 10 outings. 
"It was a super team 
effort. Nobody except 
Alabama played them any 
better than we did." Nehlen 
said. "We played as fine a 
football game as we have 
played since I have been at 
Bowling Green 
"We played and beat a 
fine football team The 
reason was. everybody loved 
that guy iJackson) and we 
really respected him We 
played the game for him." 
the BG coach said. 
The Falcons were quick to 
capitalize on many USM 
errors. After the Eagles 
broke out on top. 7-0. and 
Don Taylor kicked a 22 yard 
field goal for BG. safety 
Dave Turner scooped up a 
fumble at the Eagle 41-yard 
line, and the Falcons.were 
off and running. 
PRESTON capped a hard- 
nosed running drive with the 
first of his three 
touchdowns BG led for the 
first time 10-7. but that was 
only the spark of the 
upcoming BG inferno. 
After the Falcons kicked 
off following the touchdown. 
USM quarterback Jeff 
Bower was decked by 
linebacker Joe Russell, and 
Dave Brown recovered the 
loose ball for BG. Three 
Preston runs later, the 
Falcons sat on a comfort- 
able 17-7 lead 
The USM Eagles regained 
their lost momentum and 
scored with only 2:04 left in 
the half, but saw a small 
three-point deficit (17-14) 
widen as BG's Miller 
engineered a sparkling 70- 
yard scoring drive in six 
plays 
On the first play of BG's 
late first-half drive. Miller 
tossed a 34-yard bomb to Hal 
Thomas. Five plays later. 
Preston tallied his 17th 
touchdown of the year lone 
shy of the all-time Mid- 
American Conference 
mark), giving BG a 24-14 
half time lead 
The Falcons were not 
through flexing their 
muscles The team came 
storming out of the locker 
room and mobbed together 
in the middle of the field 
comparable to the chaotic- 
scene before the annual Ohio 
State-Michigan game BG 
was psyched. 
The    Falcons   took   then 
second-hall    kickoff    and 
promptly    moved     into 
scoring position. Again it 
was Preston taking the 
rushing reins, but back-up 
fullback Dan Saleet 
provided a few big gains in 
setting up the score 
Then it happened On third 
down and nine at the USM 
29-yard stripe, Preston took 
a Miller pitch to the right 
and threw the ball to wide- 
open John Boles for a 
touchdown. That 29-yard 
bombshell was the first pass 
of Preston's collegiate 
career 
TRYING TO keep track of 
Preston's record-breaking 
marks Saturday, was as 
hard as spotting a Nixon 
supporter at a Democratic 
rally 
The sophomore tailback 
raised his rushing total to 
1.301 yards in 37 carries, just 
127 yards shy of OSU back 
Archie Griffin's all-time 
sophomore mark of 1.428 
yards set last year. 
Despite Preston's record 
performance, many BG 
players were nervous going 
into the game. The players 
over-reaction in the opening 
minutes resulted in USM's 
sudden 7-0 lead But accor- 
ding to wide receivers 
Chuck Lindseu and Thomas, 
this was a "special." to win 
"We over-reacted too 
much at first." Lindsey said 
in the joyous locker room 
after the game, "but we 
wanted to win so much This 
was a special game lor us It 
meant a lot to me-for a 
winning season and for the 
coach(Jackson) " 
"Everybody was so high 
We were In a state of 
shock," said Thomas with a 
big grin. "After we settled 
down, we played good." 
Boles said "winning the 
game for Jackson was 
great " 
"I tell you, I was as close 
as anyone to him (Jackson). 
Everything I did. 1 wanted 
to do for Carlos. 
•TM HAPPY we won it 
for him." Boles added. 
"He's just a great man-one 
of the greatest men 1 know." 
The Falcons added their 
insurance touchdown in the 
fourth quarter as reserve 
quarterback Mike Booth 
scrambled for the score. 
Minutes earlier. Taylor 
missed a 27-yard field goal 
snapping a nine-straight 
field goal string The Canton 
kicker came two field goals 
shy of tying the NCAA 
record of 11 
USM made a final desper- 
ation score late in the game, 
but the Falcons were in total 
command at the time The 
victory clinches another 
winning season, the 19th in 
the last 20 years for BG 
#w 
Ouch/ Retord-bfeating Falcon running back Dava Pr.tton (9) finds th* going a little rough during •arliet Mason action against Marshall University. ( Newiphoto 
by Michael G. Grona) 
The Orange Door 
HANDCRAFTED GIFTS OF UNUSUAL CHARM 
15348 SAND RIDGE ROAD 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
10 AM  TO i PV 
•N  THRU SAT 
PHONI 
332-3239 
Formals for the 
Holiday Season 
Tuxedo Rentals 
4808 So. Detroit Ave. 
Toledo, Ohio 43614 Ph. 382-0939 
TR.pU pUy 
by C IRA nd 
PERREqAUX 
125 N. MAIN 
353-6691 
Open Mon., Thurs, Fn. 
Evenings 
The day the date the 
exact time it s sell winding 
and water resistant, ot course 
and is I0K gold tilled 
(GIRARD PERREGAUX 




* To Our 
New Sigma 
Nu Officers 
E. Commander - Doug Strain 
Lt. Commander - Dan Allen 
Treasurer - Roger Virost 
Pledge Marshal - Bill Nesbit 
Recorder - Phil Berry 
Steward - Larry Lucas 
Chaplain - George Anderson 
Rush Chairman - Tom Beery 
Athletic Chairman - Brad Lusher 
Social Chairmen - Tim Rayl, 
Bill Moore 
Alumni Contact - Mark Dodosh 
Community Relations - Bill Moore 
IFC Representatives • Jim Anthony 
Steve Maurer 
Historians - Mike McClave, 
Scott Kishbaugh 
House Manager • Pat Patton 
Sentinels - Jeff Konczal, 
Steve Wilson 
Scholastic Chairman - 
Margus Sweigard  
A Tip Of The Hat 
To Our Old Officers 
*************** 
NOTHING STANDS IN 
THE WAY OF OUR 
FAST, FREE DELIVERY 
Noilnnc( No chicken live* salads Nospoghetti NoKvcreom 
No potato salad No kidding W* deal in pt(ia> only 
The fines! pizza wc can moke And we usually 
deliver ti within 30 minutes of your call And our pizza n made 
l of fresh ingredient* only fhey am nevei frozen 
Never Socjtveusa try ihencul lime you craw really  i    d 
pizza See why Domini hosgrown horn a single sh 
YpMlanti to lia'hlitsi'siluoui|liout ihecountiy 







THE SISTERS OF KAPPA DELTA 
WELCOME THEIR KIDS TO A GROWING 
CIRCLE OF LOVE AND FRIENDSHIP 
CONGRATULATIONS 
JULIE DAVENPORT   LESLIE MOSS 
PAM PEYTON    DOTTI MORRILL 
ON YOUR INITIATION INTO KAPPA DELTA!     | 
You are invited to join us as we* 
strive for acceptable definitions & 
workable hypotheses. 
WHAT IS AN 
EDUCATED 
PERSON 
♦Members of the 'Future of Education at BGSU' symposium 
TONIGHT, 7:30,112 Life Sciences 
(We think you'll enjoy yourself) 
Aggressive hockey unit 
sweeps Lake Superior 
By Mark Glover 
Sporti Editor 
An aggressive Falcon 
hockey crew clawed, 
punched and checked its 
way to a two-game sweep of 
Lake Superior State College 
■ l.ssi ■. last weekend. 
A hard-nosed group of BG 
freshmen combined with 
their veteran teammates to 
bury the Lakers. 5 2 last 
Friday night and 7-1 the 
following evening at the Ice 
Arena The Falcons, 
showing a more aggressive 
style in contrast to last 
season, came out hitting 
fruiii the opening faceoff 
last Friday 
THE FALCONS knocked 
down Lakers all over the 
ice and tempres became hot 
early in the opening contest 
With two Lakers in the 
penalty box, B(i freshman 
scns.it ion Mike Hartman 
drilled home the game's 
first goal at 7 02 of the 
initial period 
llai mi.in became a 
marked man 11 seconds 
later when he slammed 
I.SSt winger M ike Gaba into 
the board! Gaba's head 
bounced nil the glass shield 
along the boards with a 
frightening thud, and he was 
CWlad »fl the ice with a 
broken cheekbone. 
Hartman was awarded a 
five-minute visit to the 
penalty boa {or elbowing 
although he claimed later 
that he hit Gaba cleanly, 
driving into him with the 
shoulders Nevertheless, the 
BG freshman was the target 
for Lake Superior checkers 
for the rest of the game 
After Falcon scoring ace 
Bob Dobek added another 
goal late in the first period, 
BG added two more scores 
in the second period The 
two tallies were registered 
by Hartman and defenseman 
John Mavity. 
IAN WARD'S goal for 
LSSC in the second stanza 
set the stage for the temper 
explosion that was building 
throughout the whole 
contest The final period 
began with BG leading. 4-1. 
and it took only 2 23 for the 
volcano to explode. 
The brawl that erupted 
involved Falcons Byron 
Shutt. Kevin MacUonald. 
Dave Easton. Steve Murphy 
and Roger Archer. Each 
leer paired up with a Laker. 
and each of the couples 
proceeded to flail away at 
each other. 
Game officials Sam Slsco 
and Dick Kock tried 
desperately to break up the 
separate fights, but it was 
about ten minutes before 
law and order was restored. 
Kock and Sitco tossed Shutt. 
MacDonald and Murphy out 
for the remainder of the 
series along with three LSSC 
players. 
It made little difference 
as Dobek matched a Lake 
Superior goal in the final 
period to secure the 5-2 BG 
triumph. Hot words were 
spoken after the contest 
"I don't think our guys 
started any of it." said BG 
coach Ron Mason "When 
the game gets like that. 
there is not much control. I 
don't like to see that type of 
thing, but you can't afford, to 
back down when you're 
getting pushed around." 
Mason said he did not 
think his players were 
"overly aggressive." He 
added that he wanted his 
players to play aggressive 
hockey. 
MASON DID find time to 
turn away from the fight 
topic momentarily to praise 
goalie Al Sarachman who 
stopped 21 shots for BG. 
However, Laker coach 
Rick Comley talked only of 
the scuffles and officiating 
"The officiating was 
totally inadequate." said a 
fuming Comley. "There was 
no   consistency,   and   they 
Zumbough in NCAA 
By Jerry Masek 
Assiitanl Sporlt Editor 
I HI the eighth straight 
yi Mr. Howling Green's 
eroti country    team   will 
have at least one runner in 
the national championships 
Falcon )unior Tim Zum- 
baugh qualified for the 
NCAA meet last weekend by 
placing Hih in a field of 122 
runners in the District Four 
qualifying meet at Madison. 
Wis The lanky harrier 
toured the six-mile course al 
the Vahara Hills Country 
Club in .in IIS to pace BG to a 
seventh place team finish 
/l MUM (ill. who also 
qualilied for the Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference (MACI all- 
leagtM team earlier this 
vi'.II will compete Sunday 
in the NCAA championship 
null at Hlnomington. Ind 
Falcon sophomore sen- 
salinn  Dan  Diinton  missed 
qualifying  for the  NCAA 
meel by one seiiunl 
Dnnton who has been 
hampered lor the last week 
by a bruised foot, finished 
31st in .in 39 The harrier 
who placed 30th. Notre 
Dame's Jim Hurt, was the 
last runner to qualify, 
turning in a 30 38 time to 
idge Dnnton. 
Dan just needed more 
hustle at the finish line." 
Brodt said, "and with that 
bruised foot, he couldn't do 
it 
THE TOP five teams from 
the District Four meel 
qualified  for  the  nationals. 
plus the top 10 individuals 
not on those teams. 
The Eastern Michigan 
Hiirons. who are enjoying 
one of their best seasons 
ever, swept three of the top 
four places to win the meet 
easily with 33 points. 
Illinois' Cralg Virgin took 
individual honors with a 
28:42 8 He was followed by 
an EMU trio of Tom 
Hollander. Gordon Mlnty 
and Nick Ellis. The Hurons 
also placed Dave Burkhart 
in 11th and Dave Smith in 
13th to round out their 
scoring. 
Other teams qualifying 
were host Wisconsin (76 
points). Michigan (84). Kent 
State (1SS) and Minnesota 
1166). Illinois placed sixth 
with 176 points and Bowling 
Green was seventh with 198 
points 
MAC foes Ball state 
Western Michigan, Toledo 
and Miami all finished 
behind the Falcons in the 17- 
team field 
EASTERN'S victory sur- 
prised no one. The Hurons. 
in three consecutive weeks, 
have won the Central 
Collegiate Conference, the 
MAC and the NCAA District 
F'our meets. 
The cross-country season 
is now over for Dnnton and 
the five other Falcons who 
failed to qualify. Sophomore 
first-year runner Gary Des- 
jardins was 35th. senior co- 
captain Tom Preston 57th. 
freshman Gary Little 61st, 
freshman Dan Cartledge 
67th and senior co-captain 
Bruce Vermilyea 92nd 
Besides Zumbaugh and 
meet winner Virgin, other 
runners qualifying for the 
NCAA (not on the top five 
teams) were Michigan 
State's Herb Lindsey. Ohio 
State's Tom Bryant and 
Tom Byers. Notre Dame's 
Hurt and Joe Yates. WMU s 
Tom Dults. Toledo's Phil 
Hinck and Miami's Jason 
Lindsey. 
Zumbaugh said he knew he 
qualified before he hit the 
finish line 
"I WAS IN third place at 
the two-mile mark." he 
said, "and that's when I 
knew I'd make It My 
philosophy is that if you stay 
with the leaders for the first 
three miles, you can't finish 
too far back 
"The course was rough on 
me." he explained "One 
long hill at the four-mile 
mark nearly killed me. It 
separated me from the rest 
of the pack, and I had to 
hang on from there 
Zumbaugh summarized 
his feelings about the 
upcoming NCAA race. 
"The NCAA race is 
nothing special for me I'll 
train for it the same as I do 
lor any race." he said 
"There's no real pressure on 
me. It's just too bad the 
whole team is not going." 
(officials)   completely   loat 
control of the game." 
Comley said he did not 
want to give the officials 
-credit for the Falcon win, 
but he was furious about the 
overall handling of the 
game 
"It's officials like those 
that ruin college hockey," 
said Comley. "I just can't 
believe that happened." 
SATURDAY evening was 
almost a carbon copy of 
Friday night's action except 
fights were non-existent. 
Once again, BG came out 
aggressive and rocked the 
Lakers back on their heels. 
It was a disciplined battle, 
but the results were the 
same 
Roger Archer put on an 
impressive display of shot- 
blocking while the offensive 
line of Doug Ross, Steve 
Ball and Dobek chewed up 
the LSSC defense and goalie 
Pat Tims Ross and Ball had 
two goals apiece while Rich 
Nagai, Tom Esper and 
Hartman added goals in the 
7-1 victory. 
Easton and Nagai hustled 
to completely shut off the 
LSSC power play when BG 
was one or two men short. 
Sophomore goalie Mike Liut 
rejected 19 shots with strong 
support from the F'alcon 
defensive crew. 
Three BG icers greatly 
boosted their point totals in 
the series as Dobek notched 
eight points. Ross had seven 
and Hartman totalled six 
points 
Scrambie 
BG cantar Mike Hartman (S) battles a pair of lake Superior icon far control of 
the puck during last weekend's hockey action at the Ice Arena. (Newiphoto by 
Dan Feicht) 
The BG New SPORTS 
Tuesday, November 19, 1974 "age 6 
Ticket information 
A student ID ticket exchange is now in progress at 
the Memorial Hall ticket office for the Bowling 
Green-Buffalo hockey series Friday and Saturday 
nights 
Students with hockey ID cards are guaranteed a 
game ticket, providing they exchange by 5 p.m today: 
Beginning tomorrow morning, all unclaimed tickets 
will be sold or exchanged on a first come-first served 
basis. Tickets are $2 for adults and $1 for students 
Reserved seat tickets are also on sale at $2 50 each 
HOCKEY ID cards may still be purchased at the 
Memorial Hall ticket office, priced at 17 each. 
Students must show their fall quarter validation 
cards. Basketball ID cards are completely sold out. 
Alpine Village Restaurant 
Featuring 
German and Italian Food 
Mon. - Thurs. 
COLLEGE EVENING SPECIAL 




Toss salad, Bread & Butter & Coffee or Tea 
Monday - Thursday Evenings 5:30-10:00 
117 N. MAIN • 353-0512 
>+++++++^+++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++++*+++*++++++++++4++++++++++*++*++++++ 
- FEATURING - 
IPS mmZ    ,si '               (.'ear  Broiled  Sleaki  aad Ckopt Fall Coarse  Family  Die ^^i_\^ 
,              It VARIETIES 
PANCAKES * WAFFLES 
"pen Ten thru Sal. 7:1*4 
Suaeayi 7:Jt-7:M 
^Ks S! k.         412 EAST W00STER m,       BANQUET ROOM 
■B MftedT 
NOON SPECIALS DAILY 
>k* «TOltt 
JLhsandfo\ 
ML CALL 352-5166 JOJ   NMAIN 
Open Sun. thru Thurs. 4:30 p.m.-l a.m. 










Local #161 BGSU 
Meeting Wednesday 
Nov. 20 ■ 7:00 p.m. 
Court House (Basement) 
All Classified Employees 
Welcomed 
THINK OF THE VALUE! 
Lifetime Guarantee       (LtJi        4 Week Delivery 
Trade in your High School Ring 
for Additional Savings 
Tuesday, November 19, 1974 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Student Services Building 
r 
fNs.\vfc->^ 
Hickory Dickory Dock 
The Owl's at the top 
of the clock 
Chee Omunga won't wait 
So Don't be late 
For a Hooting High Nite 





Because inflation is going to be around for a while and Because we had such 
a great turn-out last week on our Inflation Special — Falcon Pizza will continue 
our special every Monday thru Friday. 
"WHEN BUCKS ARE TIGHT OUR PRICE IS RIGHT" 
Come in &  m  /** APP Reg. Price of 
Eat & Get    ■ / * wTT pjzza & subs 
Monday through Friday 
This is not good on delivery! 
i Walk Over To Falcon Pizza & Save A Buck 
